A Life in Vision.
I was drawn into research in George Wald's laboratory at Harvard, where as an undergraduate and graduate student, I studied vitamin A deficiency and dark adaptation. A chance observation while an assistant professor at Harvard led to the major research of my career-to understand the functional organization of vertebrate retinas. I started with a retinal circuit analysis of the primate retina with Brian Boycott and intracellular retinal cell recordings in mudpuppies with Frank Werblin. Subsequent pharmacology studies with Berndt Ehinger primarily with fish focused on dopamine and neuromodulation. Using zebrafish, we studied retinal development, neuronal connectivity, and the effects of genetic mutations on retinal structure and function. Now semi-retired, I have returned to primate retinal circuitry, undertaking a connectomic analysis of the human fovea in Jeffrey Lichtman's laboratory.